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Transoceanic Diaspora

● In the Modern Period, the 
migration was chiefly to colonies of 
South America 
(Argentina,Venezuela,Mexico...)  
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Causes

In 1814, Because of the political repression, many people in favour 
of the parliamentary monarchy had to escape from the country.

Also, in 1940,after the civil war, A massive exile of republicans has 
ocurred.                                                                                             
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Argentina
● A great part of the European 

settlers in Argentina were from 
Spain, and they carried the Spanish 
colonial administration. A 
substantial Spanish-descended 
Criollo population gradually built up 
in the new cities, while some mixed 
with the indigenous populations 
and with the Black slave 
population . 
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Brazil
Spanish immigration was the third largest among immigrant 

groups in Brazil; about 750,000 immigrants entered Brazil from 
Spanish ports .

there is a large number of Brazilian descendants of these early 
settlers, especially since the early inhabitants of São Paulo 

explored and settled in other parts of Brazil.
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Chile
● They came mainly from Castile and Andalusia and formed the majority 

population. In the 18th and 19th centuries, many Basques from both 
Spain and France came to Chile were they integrated into the existing 
elites of Castilian origin. The Spanish culture of the original settlers 
slowly evolved into Chilean folk culture, especially the huaso one, and 
at the time of independence had abandoned national affiliation with 
Spain.
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INMIGRATION

Inmigrants origin has changed all around the history. In 
1950’s african and turk people inmigration started, then it 
came the chinese one and the most recent is 
Southamerican inmigration, especially Ecuatorians.
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In 2007, Spain became the country with the higher 
number of  inmigration in Europe. But, in 1936, when 
the Civil Warstarted, Spain suffered an impressionant 

emigration, principally to Germany, but also to 
Switzerland.
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Until the1990’s the biggest part of the Portuguese inmigration came from 
lusophone countries like Brazil. Since that decade it has change dradically 

and it started to came inmigrants from East Countries.
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The European politics of inmigration allows third 
countries to take care of the migrants who want to 

came to Europe management.

Foreign people in Spain



7/11/16Spanish inmigration by countries (2008)



NOWADAYS:

EUROPE

§ PROXIMITY

§ CULTURAL SIMILITY

§ DIFFERENT AGES



§ 300.000 Spanish citizens have 
abandoned the country (2008-2011)

§ Young qualified people are leaving
(lack of employment )

o They want to work in what they 
have studied  impossible in Spain

o They emigrate to other countries

WHY?



THE NEW PROFILE:

v Most of them are around 30 years old

v There are the same number of men and 
women

v They chose UK, Germany, USA, 
Switzerland…

v They will come back if the crisis finishes



§ The government is cutting back 
on everything

§ Young  Spaniards are leaving

Are  young people in Spain 
condemned to unemployment ?
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